3-12-1918

Letter: Wesley Bouslog to Opal Valentine Baker, March 12, 1918

Wesley Bouslog
Exceed friend—

Just a line or more.

How are you indeed Monday &

Today. Have never sit down except at

meals since getting up or excepting to

study. Can't take time to tell you

what all I do each day.

Everyone O.K. myself included.

Saw L. for few minutes this eve.

Read a letter from V. this day.

Perry not as sure he will go in

day I see no doubt for overseas

(though in the word) I think they

all the motor companies go to

Detroit are quite a trick but which

they drive overland to New York.

Have not seen Vargel for a Week

or two days

Almost everyone in the

room is studying. No leave

again Friday and some stuff

it will be unresumed. Of all

strenuous study I am now bust

HELP YOUR COUNTRY BY SAVING. WRITE ON BOTH SIDES OF THIS PAPER
ring into such a war we were
acquainted to before.

Keep in mind and you all
had a fine time. Well, Dear.
would hope to write you more
and longer but time is precious
as gold. This you are just as
precious as any gold ever the
dies. Obey me as the first and
last duty of a soldier so I must
get my lesson as commanded.
Wishing you happiness beyond
measure daily with love to you
and all I will close until I
have time for other lines.

Yours ever,

Yours,

Tell Remi to wish her better health.

Early to bed,

Early to Rise.

Try a warm bath before going &

And manner.

Slightly changed from

your version too.

"SWAK".
Miss Opal Baker,
Sulphur Springs,
Indiana
Henry County.